The effects of CXCL10 polymorphisms on COPD susceptibility.
The polymorphisms of cytokine genes has been reported to modulate the individual's susceptibility to environmental stimuli in COPD development. C-X-C motif chemokine 10 (CXCL10) mediates recruitment inflammatory cells such as monocytes. Therefore, it may play a key role in COPD. Here, a case-control study was conducted to evaluate the association between CXCL10 tag-SNPs and COPD risk. Four tag-SNPs including rs4256246, rs4508917, rs56061981, and rs56316945 were identified based on the linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis in 30 healthy controls. The associations between these four tag-SNPs and COPD risk were further evaluated in 480 COPD cases and 488 controls. We found that the "T" allele of rs56061981 was significantly associated with reducing risk of COPD, while "G" allele of rs56316945 was significantly associated with increasing risk of COPD. SNP rs56316945 was significantly associated with increasing risk of COPD under different models except recessive model after adjusting the sex, age, pack year, and biomass. SNP rs56061981 was significantly associated with decreasing COPD risk under different models except recessive model after adjusting the sex, age, pack year, and biomass. Stratified analysis of smoking status and biomass with SNPs supported rs56061981 may interact with biomass and smoking thus modulate COPD susceptibility and rs56216945 was apparently associated with the severity of pulmonary function of COPD patients. This study suggests that rs56061981 and rs56216945 in CXCL10 gene promoter contribute COPD susceptibility.